Women Of Physical Education School Sponsor Program for Camp Singing Caddes Class

Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer Guests Over Week End; Girls Enjoy Formal Tea and Play Basketball
In Gymnasium of Ithaca School of Physical Edu-
cation. Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer were the guests of honor at a tea given by Phi Delta Psi fraternity. A representative group of faculty members and students attended the tea and paid their respects to the two camp fac-
culty members. Mrs. Hill, Miss Zink, and Miss VanderVeer were also entertained at a cocktail dinner for that day.

Following the basketball game which the girls of the school played against the Vassar girls, Miss VanderVeer, Mr. and Mrs. O'Neil and Miss Zink were entertained by Mrs. and Mrs. Hill at their home. The games for the week ended with a discussion and a tentative pro-
gram for the week.

Just sufficient number for two miles of pipes were purchased on the first day of the week. Although it was impossible to have competitive games by reason of the number of bands that were in the vicinity, the boys in the woodchucks as planned, the girls in their own woods, and the girls in their own school and a half of Antony's playing, all made the necessary collection.

Miss Zink showed the two reels of camp pictures which were shown in morning assembly, January 29, and in addition showed a third reel, depicting the progress of the camp and the festivities held at Perry field. Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer expressed their appreciation to the assembled group for the welcome lesson and then spoke enthusiastically of looking forward to the week.

A very delightful dinner was held at the house of Mrs. O'Neil and Miss Zink on Saturday evening. Mimeographed programs and game sheets were prepared and, in addition to the usual event, the room was a contest of wits between the woodchucks and girls. After Miss Zink had favored the group with a rendition of the Friggin' Song, it was decided that each per-
son should select some interesting excursion on the voyage of the campus. Unfortunately, Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer when they left on Sunday evening.

Youth credit is due the Misses: Marjorie Busch, Anna Rose Blanding, and Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer for their hospitality during their stay at Ithaca.

MUSIC IN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM

After leaving the assembly in Ithaca, Miss Zink and Miss VanderVeer stopped at the Church of the Chipmunks and the Woodchucks. The picture of the boys' activities gave a better idea of the wide variety of sports participated in at Camp Singing Caddes.
THE CAYUGA
The Cayuga, the annual publication of the students of the University of Alfred and Affiliated Schools, is the chronicle of the outstanding events of the year and a photographic album of the incidents that happened. As such, it should receive our wholehearted support.

Since its first appearance, only two issues have been published. Due to the recent publication of the 1936 Cayuga, there was no publication in 1937. To pay this debt the Student Scissors, was organized. The 1936 Cayuga was published as an experiment, and, because of its success, plans for a 1937 Cayuga were made. Upon its success depends the publication of forthcoming year books.

It has been suggested that the Cayuga subscription, like the alumni subscription, be included in tuition fees. President Wiliams, however, feels that this should be an extension verified by every student in the school. Until this opinion is unanimous, the Cayuga must receive its support through individual subscriptions.

It was stated in the beginning of this editorial that the Cayuga is the annual publication of the students. Let us see who paid for the plays in the past. First, and of greatest importance, are the photographs. These must be obtained from the newspapers. For all that has been taken, the proof sent to the student and returned with his check. Second, the printing of the editionary sections of the book. On the back of this photograph must be written the name of the student, the page on which it is to appear and the name and the number of the publication. When pictures are arranged alphabetically, it is nearly impossible to abstract and the continuity of an entire section. This is also true of editorial copy, particularly in the faculty and editor sections. It never looks well to have copy which belongs in the middle of the section placed at the end, where it is turned up in the wrong order.

You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make him drink. Therefore, advertisements are a necessity. The Cayuga is cooperation the responsibility of all students. With the student in such responsibilities, I am ready to respond to all requests, the staff can publish a year book that can be proud to own. Without it the staff is absolutely helpless.

The Cayuga is indeed “the annual publication of the students of the University of Alfred and Affiliated Schools. As a advertising medium for the students and the school, the year book should receive the support and cooperation of the entire student and faculty body.

NOTHING TO DO

“Nothing to do.”

It is a common complaint, but it should have no place among the students of the Ihcana Conservatory and Affiliated Schools. True, many of us are confronted with the problem of how to dispose of our leisure time. For many people, who are busy all day, time hangs heavy on their hands after business hours. Somewhere we read that the dulcest pastime is the expanded. Having lost all our resources, we find that outside entertainment or life becomes a Damien to them.

With so many educational activities which we, as under-graduates are privileged to come in contact with, need not be fudgy to say that we have something to do.”

In our leisure time. Such things as inter-fraternity activities, swimming, dancing, basketball, and all other activities, are not to be counted out of the equation.

The JUNIOR PROM

It has been the annual custom, for a number of years, for the Sophomore class to give, for the benefit of the Junior class, a junior dance, taking place on the 23rd. This year is no exception. We, the undergraduates of the Ihcana Conservatory and Affiliated Schools, are indeed very fortunate in obtaining the services of Mr. Oscar Wilson, The Monarch Restaurant, to cater to the needs of our students. Mr. Wilson is a commercially established restaurant, proved to be successful and willing to supply our students with a hearty and well-prepared meal. However, the students, this year, have been a little lenient in attending various events, for the good of the school. However, we are promised that Mr. Wilson will be able to satisfy the demands of the students in the matter of entertainment.

The Macbeth Restaurant

The Flower Nook your service

Flower Artistry

Greek and Testament

Books, Encyclopaedia, and Fine Papers

Established

Corner Bookstore

In this age of increased educational activities, there is a need for good restaurants for the students to frequent. The Monarch Restaurant offers such a service, with its excellent food and friendly atmosphere, making it a popular choice among students. This restaurant provides a comfortable environment for students to enjoy their meals while also contributing to the university community. With its convenient location and reasonable prices, the Monarch Restaurant is sure to become a student favorite. So the next time you're looking for a place to dine, consider the Monarch Restaurant.
ALUMNI NOTICES

AMADYS Sigma Chi Council

The AMADYS social calendar was excellently filled for the month of December and January and the officers and students are to be congratulated for the success of the social events. The December 5th dinner was well attended and a great time was had by all. The New Years Eve dance was enjoyed by our membership and their guests. A large crowd was present in attendance, buying our souvenirs, and the event was a success. Our officers are to be commended for the hard work and effort that went into the planning and execution of this event.

AMARD Social Calendar

AMARD social calendar for January is filled with fun and exciting events. The opening dance of the semester is being given by the junior prom is being given by AMARD. Two concerts are being held, one featuring the choir and the other featuring the orchestra. The play "The Importance of Being Earnest" will be performed and the audience is invited to participate in the final scene. The AMARD house will be open for the New Year's Eve celebration.

PRESIDENT'S S. F. VISITS LOCALS OF F \n
Miss Hazel E. Richley, national president of Sigma Alpha Iota, will be the guest of President, S. F. on February 1st. Miss Richley will visit the organization at the Ithaca Center on Wednesday, February 1st.

ROCKER'S STATE

Winter Sports Needs

AT Special Reduced Prices

WOODEN AND LEATHER JACETS

Skiing Equipment

SNOW SUITS

Skiing Outfits

SNOW SHOES

SWIX

Knickers

SHOES

Golf hose

LEATHER

BOOTS

CORDUROY

SANDALS

LEATHER JACETS

Everything Men or Women Need in Winter Sport Apparel and Equipment

ARMY T. G. S. STORE

The Shop

209-211 East State Street

Phone 2600
CONCERT PLEASING

Section from page 30
The event which the overture conceit was the topical in 1812 at the Napoleon's invasion of Russia, and its symbolism is quite simple. It is a war epithet, a terrible hymn, founded on an old Russian orchestral tune.

In America, the overture has been fragmentary and generally with increasing pressure so as to be the overture of the full force of the French invaders of musicality. But it is overruled. In America, there is a tremendous return of the old Byzantine tune, and the overture plays a crucial role in the transplantation of the Russian national

A critical estimate of this overture is difficult to give. All in all, it was an outstanding event of the musical season and was eerily received by a large and appreciative audience. Although there is a marked shortage of scoring in general, the overtures were delivered quite well balanced. Don Willaims is assuredly a more exceptional conductor, and as he continues to work with the symphony his work will undoubtedly become more flexible. In the performance of such heavy music the orchestra was surprising and there were frequent moments of real beauty. In general it can be said that the orchestra responded well to S. Williams' direction in the details of phrasing, dynamics, and rhythm.

The high light of the evening was the "Symphonic Pantomime," and to this reviewer the introduction of the "1812 Overture" was somewhat ill-advised. Granted that the number was an effective climax it seemed slightly too grandiose and theatrical. Compared to it was for a special occasion with a performing orchestra which can carry by its wits the music seems empty and out of place. One wonders if music writers to order especially music of this type does not tend toward vacuity.

In view of the general excellence of this initial performance there would seem to be every hope that the symphony orchestra will continue to improve and become an even more important part of the musical life of this institution than it has been in past years.

The personnel of the orchestra is as follows: first violin, Lynn Bevans; Eugene Adams, Arthur Howington, Ruth White, Adeline Forgus, Cornelius Gill, Howard Mandelbaum, Frederick Hazzard; Frankly Scholes, Agnes Fina; second violins, Martin V. Kummer, K. Oakley, Dolly Howland, Charles Goodwin, Lewis, Aylwyn, Grant, John Boyer, Michael Franko, Violet; Reginald Sivert, Nathaniel Rosenthal, Frederick House, Gracie Trumbull, Viola; Cecilia; Rowland Crenson, Barbara Grabinshein, Virginia May, Lillian Eving, Bertrand Ward, Winda; Bruce, Neve, Joseph Wells, George Barns, Lavon Mason. Hoor: Margaret Herndon. Flute: Lawrence King.

Buses For Charter

For All Occasions
DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.
401-405 E. State Street
ITHACA, N.Y.
STORAGE

World Wide Events

A Review of the Week's Major Occurrences

SOVIET PRODUCTS DUMPED IN ARGENTINA

Entire cargoes of Soviet products have arrived at Argentine ports to be held as a hostage against the price-fixing which the United States is trying to establish. The Argentine import trade from the United States is not only damaging the Argentine import trade from the United States, but is also preventing industrial competition and political enemies but is also delaying the return of Argentine industry.

CAMBRIDGE SETS RECORD

Captain Malcolm Campbell, fifty-year-old British racing car driver, established a world speed record of 243.332 miles per hour on the brow of the mountain at Dayton. He surpassed the previous record of 141.171 miles an hour in 1896 and became the first man to exceed that speed on land in a mile or more.

U.S. LEADS IN SOVIET TRADE

The biggest import to the Soviet Union in 1930 were from the United States. They were valued at 283,340,000 rubles. Exports to the United States were valued at 4,579,000 rubles. This shows that for the first time the United States has taken first place in exports to the Soviet Union. The value normally is worth forty cents.

EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF SPACE

Albert Einstein has a new concept of cosmology. Sweeping aside his original concept of the universe and likewise that of DeSitter, a Dutch astronomer and friend, the professor will outline an hour and half talk on his new unified field theory. "Regarding what field equations are used, space can never be anything similar to the old symmetrical spherical space theory."

CITY INDIAN VOTED

Is a marginal of three votes, Federal National Orchestra in the year, composed and the story is now calling for a new extension of its organization by a comprehensive Federal National Orchestra. The new


HOLLEY'S

122 EAST STATE STREET

A very fine selection of afternoon and Tea dance frocks just arrived

See them before selecting your dress for Junior Week affairs

(All sizes)

Priced

$9.75  $14.75

Try the Immaculate Ithaca Hotel Barber Shop

IN ARGENTINA

A real Laundry Service

Ithaca Laundries Inc.
102 Adams St.

City Office—121 East Seneca St.

ATWATER'S

We always have a varied assortment of FRESH FRUIT

Buy some for your room. Special baskets of fruit on order

The Senator Restaurant

106 North Aurora Street

The Place To Dine Well In Pleasant Surroundings.
Three Course Dinner at 40c
Other Dinners—50c 65c
Served 11 A.M. to 9 P.M.
A la Carte 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Mrs. H. S. Sullivan

SOLD BY

The Bool Floral Co., Inc.
215 E. State St.
Flower For 275c
Don't forget Flowers for the Junior Prom

Exclusive Apparel For Ladies

Lent's Music Store
116 N. Aurora

A PANACEA

A few new numbers for your repertoire and a good new record will erase the furrowed brow of the mid-year examinee.

New Record Every Day
Also Sheet Music

Lent's for Pianos

106 E. State St.
ITHACA, N.Y.

The largest organization in the United States specializing in College photographs.
Class Photographers to: Ithaca Conservatory of Music; Smith College, Northampton, Mass.: West Point Military Academy; Amherst Normal Academy; Syracuse University; Columbia University and many other larger colleges.
Make your appointment now for Cayuga picture
Dial 2524